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Abstract. The Affective Guide System is a mobile context-aware and
spatial-aware system, offering the user with an affective multimodal interaction interface. The system takes advantage of the current mobile
and wireless technologies. It includes an ‘affective guide with attitude’
that links its memories and visitor’s interest to the spatial location so
that stories are relevant to what can be immediately seen. This paper
presents a review of related work, the system in detail, challenges and
the future work to be carried out.
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Introduction

The main aim of this research is the creation of an ‘affective guide with attitude’
to provide adaptive guidance and engaging interaction. Here, the word ’attitude’
refers to the guide’s perspective and personality. The use of different personality
guide agents to narrate the story is due to the fact that there usually exist multiple interpretations of the same historical event, depending on the storyteller’s
perspective [1]. The guide tells stories based on his or her past experiences taking
into consideration the user’s interests. The hypothesis here is that an emotional
agent with personality can make interaction more realistic and natural as well as
present the user with a more engaging and memorable visit by holding attention
and helping comprehension of new information.

2

Related Work

Research in the field of Augmented Reality, Mobile and Context-Aware Tour
Guide applications is growing. Cyberguide [2] is a series of prototypes of a mobile
context-aware tour guide that detects the user’s physical location and crude
orientation, without taking into consideration the user’s interests. HyperAudio
[3] and HIPS [4] adopt multimodality to get round the static constraints of the
environment and perform user modeling based on the history of interaction,
visitor attitude, physical environment and visiting path. MARS [5] is a testbed
that allows indoor and outdoor users to access and manage real world spatial
information while DEEP MAP [6] project is able to generate personal guided
walks through the City of Heidelberg.

While none of the above systems employ a life-like animated character, CMAP [7], is an early attempt to build a personal mobile life-like assistant that
provides visitors touring museums and open exhibitions with information based
on their location and individual interests. PEACH [8] enhanced the appreciation
of cultural heritage through the development of a personal guide. [9] attempts to
shape dialogue interactions between an interactive gesture-choreographed conversational character and the user in an online virtual exhibition of a XVI century
Portugese ship.
[10] proposed storytelling from a virtual guide perspective, constructing stories by improvising. In Geist [11], the history of the City of Heidelberg, Germany
and the Thirty Years War is shown in a way that the audience receives an immersive, dramatic and action rich experience with a high factor of enjoyment.
The [12] Ghost Project achieved high quality agent-based assistance without demanding visualization requirements. Some other related works are the SAGRES
[13], Kyoto Tour Guide project [14], etc.
All these systems aim to provide user with context-aware information. However, the life-like animated characters employed lack a real affective model. Additionally, affective interaction between the characters and user is missing! According to [15], the individual’s interaction with computers is inherently natural
and social, hence affective communication is expected by people when they interact with computers. The inclusion of this missing element is the core focus of
this research.
There has been a series of efforts for making artifacts with their own emotional structure. The Oz project [16, 17] aimed at producing agents with a broad
set of capabilities where individual Woggles had specific habits and interests
which were shown as different personalities. Cañamero [18] proposed an architecture that relies on both motivations and emotions to perform behavior selection that influences the creatures perception of both the external world and
their own body.
Velásquez’s robot, Yuppy [19] is a biologically plausible computational framework for Emotion-Based Control. Previous emotional experiences form an emotional memory, which affects action selection strategy when it re-encounters similar situations. In AlphaWolf [20], the wolves’ emotions generate context-specific
emotional memories based on the ”somatic marker hypothesis” presented by
Damasio [21], which affects how they will interact in the future.
The ‘Psi’ agents [22, 23] framework focuses on emotional modulation of perception, action-selection, planning and memory access. [24] integrates a connectionist cognitive model of emotional processing called SESAME [25] with a
synthetic force model, SOF-Soar architecture [26] for training in a battlefield
simulation.
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The Affective Guide System

The Affective Guide System integrates the PDA with a Global Positioning System, a speech synthesis system and utilizes wireless communication. Fig. 1 gives

an illustration of the system architecture. It consists of two emotional agents
with attitude. These guides present users with different versions of the same
story about an event or place allowing them to understand an event more deeply,
a learning strategy targeted by the UK National Curriculum for History [27].
A brief ice-breaking session takes place before a tour
starts. Based on the user’s input, the guide plans a route.
On the way to the destination, the guide will draw the
users attention to landmarks,
and applying a story-telling
technique [10] will links the
memory and interests of the
guide as well as the visitor to
the spatial location. The user
interacts using the graphical
user interface and receives responses by means of text,
Fig. 1. The Overall System Architecture
graphics and audio. A server
performs the processing and
holds the guides emotional memory and memory about facts and sends the
information to the PDA on demand.
3.1

Emergent Affective and Personality Model

The Emergent Affective Model, presented in Fig. 2 is designed based on the ‘Psi’
[22, 23] model with the addition of emotional memory. The ‘Psi’ model is unique
in that emotions are not explicitly defined but emerge from the modulation of
information processing, action selection, planning and memory access. Flexibility
is achieved with the capability of the cognitive processes to adapt appropriately
to various circumstances through the interaction of various parameters and builtin motivators.
In this model, motivation is represented by the needs and aims of the user
as well as those of the guide; emotions are reflected by the modulating parameters, their causes and influences, while cognition is represented by information
processes in GENERATE INTENTION, SELECT INTENTION, RUN INTENTION and PERCEPT as well as in the memory of intentions and other environmental factors.
The guide needs to maintain its level of competence (the degree of capability of coping with differing perspectives) and keeps the user attention high by
adjusting its behavior appropriately to the level of uncertainty (the degree of
predictability of the environment). The guide receives user inputs, system feedback and the GPS information continuously, then, generates an intention, let’s
say a story topic. These intentions together with its built-in motivators - level of
competence and level of uncertainty are stored in a memory of intentions. The

Fig. 2. The Emergent Affective and Personality Model

user’s response, for example, the degree to which he or she agrees with the guide’s
argument, contributes to the guide’s competence level, while the accuracy of the
GPS reading contributes to its level of uncertainty.
Next, depending on the importance of the need and the urgency for realization, one of the active intentions is selected. Then, the guide decides autonomously whether to gather information, to design a plan or to run an existing plan. The decision is made based on the value of the built-in motivators and
modulators such as arousal level (rate of processing), resolution level (carefulness and attentiveness of behavior) and selection threshold (how easy is it for
another motive to take over) or in other words, the agent’s current emotional
state.
For example, in an uncertain environment (GPS accuracy is low) and a low
level of competence (user is in disagreement with the guide’s perspective), the
guides arousal level and selection threshold will be high while its resolution level
should be low in which case, we may diagnose that the guide is experiencing
anxiety. In this situation, the agent tends to give a more general story of the
current site. On the other hand, when its level of competence is high and the
environment is stable, it may experience a high, but not too high level of arousal
and selection threshold, with a medium resolution level. This time, the agent
may be said to experience pride and hence, it is not easy for another goal to
take over. It will perform some planning and provide a more elaborated story
on the current subject.
By doing so, it adapts its behavior according to its internal states and the environmental circumstances. Each execution of intention will produce a feedback
into the system and recovery will be performed when necessary.

3.2

Emotional Memory

Recent studies in neurology provide evidence that memory files contain not only
data or information but emotions as well [28]. It has also long been known that
emotionally arousing events are more likely to be later recollected than similar,
neutral events [29]. Those memories are part of what makes up our personality,
controls our behaviors and often produces our mood.
Taking this view, the guide possesses a long-term memory that is made up
of both semantic and emotional memories. Semantic memory includes locationrelated information and the user profile while emotional memory is memory for
previous experiences and will be generated through simulation of past experiences. Additionally, the guide’s current memory holds information about recent
processing.
Emotional information can be categorised into two dimensions: arousal, that
is, how exciting or calming an experience is and valence, that is, whether an
experience causes a positive or a negative impact [30]. Consequently, the guide’s
emotional memory holds an ‘arousal’ tag and a ‘valence’ tag. The inclusion
of ‘arousal’ tag is analogous to the Emotional Tagging concept, according to
which the activation of the amygdala in emotionally arousing events marks the
experience as important [31]. The ‘valence’ tag serves as the basis of the guide’s
level of competence.
When interacting with the user, the agent will be engaged in meaningful reconstruction of its own past [32], at the same time presenting facts about the
place of interest. This recollective experience is related to the evocation of previously experienced emotions through the activation of the emotion tags. These
values combine with the built-in motivators values to trigger the arousal level,
resolution level and selection threshold, resulting in re-experiencing of emotions,
though there might be a slight variation due to the input from the user.
The user’s responses form positive and negative stimuli to the agent. Based
on these responses, the guide will make assumptions about the user’s interest.
When the user adopts the guide’s perspective by agreeing, the agent’s level
of competence increases which leads to a more detailed explanation about the
subject or related subjects. Similarly, when the user disagrees, the agent’s level
of competences decreases and the agent tends to focus on only the important
points of the subject without much elaboration.
3.3

Personality

Personality plays an important role in this application. Based on a brief survey
of real-world tour guides experiences, we found that factors like role, interest,
experience, type of tour, guide’s belief, guide’s personality and visitor group can
affect the presentation of information. Most guides tend to incorporate beliefs
and past experiences, whether his/her own or that of others while narrating a
story. Different guides have different presentation styles and some guides are
more chatty than others. Visitors’ age, origin, race, group size, etc. also contribute to the type of story told.

Similarly, the virtual guide’s personality
will reflect the guide’s ideology or perspective
about a particular historical event. It manifests the guide’s personal life experiences. In
our model, personality emerges from varying
the weight of each modulator which ranges
from 0 to 1. Fig. 3 gives an illustration of how
variation of the modulators’ weight can lead
to different personality guides.
The personality of the guide is reflected
by the way it tackles interaction circumstances which map nicely to a personality
traits model. The modulators are mapped
Fig. 3. Personality cube
onto the temperament dimensions defined by
[33], where ‘Psychoticism’ is replaced by the
Impulsivity-Deliberateness dimensions of [34] which better describe the resolution level. If a guide is given a resolution level weight of 0.1, this will mean that
the guide is impulsive. It will present the story briefly without much consideration. As the weight increases, it becomes more and more attentive and careful.
When the value reaches 1, the agent is deliberate, performs detailed planning
and present stories based on the user’s interest.

4

Challenges and Future Work

The biggest challenge of this research is retaining high user attention and generating a long-term memory. Next, is determining the relevant set of emotions.
Besides that, it is important to match the appearance of the character with its
behavioral and interactive potential. Appropriate representations must be established for the agent memories, the world model and the user model. The system
must also take into account the special interests of each user to automatically
propose an appropriate presentation of fact and story. Technically, accuracy of
GPS tracking needs consideration so that the guide is spatially responsive. The
limited resources of the PDA requires consideration of visual techniques other
than facial animation for emotion expression.
The current focus of this research is the development of the Emergent Affective model. Since the model integrates many components, construction will
be performed in a rapid prototyping manner. Evaluation is essential throughout
and at the end of development phase to ensure a functional model as well as to
allow refinement.
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